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INSIGHTS

from Kurt Zorn, Interim Dean

While the Weather here in indiana could 
certainly stand some improvement – 
especially from a motorcycle enthusiast’s 
viewpoint – it does afford some extra time 
to sit down with a good read, and we hope 
you find that this issue of SPEA Magazine fills 
that bill. 
 In this issue we showcase a few of SPEA’s 
international connections and activities. It is 
becoming increasingly important for students 
to be prepared to work and live in a world 
without boundaries. Education and research 
are truly international due to the presence of 
the Internet, and it is critical that our School 
provides its graduates with the knowledge 
and skills they will need to be productive 
citizens in global society. Indeed, there is 
hardly any area of public or environmental 
affairs that is not affected by globalization. 
IU President Michael McRobbie has used 
the phrase “architects of a global future” as 
he describes Indiana University’s role in the 
international arena. We believe that’s an apt 
description of SPEA, and we invite you to 
learn more about our global initiatives. 
 SPEA is pleased to welcome former 
Iraqi Ambassador Feisal Istrabadi to SPEA’s 
teaching ranks. He has returned to teach at 
the same university that gave him his law 
degree 20 years ago and also to Bloomington, 
his childhood home. Professor Istrabadi 
currently is teaching “Democratization in the 
Middle East,” a topic that has great prevalence 
in light of current international activities.
 Al Gore is the “face” of the 2007 Nobel 
Peace Prize, an award he shared with the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 
It took many scientists scattered around the 
world to actually prepare the data behind the 
panel’s reports. You probably were unaware 
that two of those experts were SPEA’s own 
J.C. Randolph and Ken Richards. In this issue 
they talk about their involvement in this 
unparalleled achievement of international 
collaboration. 

 Kenya, a land of inherent contradictions, 
is featured in the magazine’s photo essay. 
SPEA’s has been involved in the partnership 
between IU and Moi University in Western 
Kenya, a relationship that has resulted in 
crucial exchanges of resources, ideas, and 
faculty, with a country facing complex 
political and environmental challenges.
 “In the Lab” features Joe Shaw and his 
work as a molecular toxicologist, studying 
what he calls the “most central player in every 
freshwater lake or pond”: daphnia…and 
explains why we should care about “water 
fleas.”
 There’s much more in SPEA Magazine, 
news about our latest degree, a new 
international scholarship, international 
executive education, and an update on how 
well President Bush has performed in the 
environmental policy area during his tenure. 
So read, enjoy, and let us know if there is 
something – or someone – you’d like to see 
featured in our next issue. Just send a note 
to SPEAmag@indiana.edu.

Best wishes,
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OFINTEREST

New and noteworthy.Wish You’d Been Here
If you weren’t at SPEA last semester, here’s some of what you missed.

New Sustainable Development Concentration 
Available to MPA Students
  
A recent campus-wide sustainability report at IU noted that “achieving 
a sustainable society will depend in large part upon the ability of educational 
institutions to produce graduates capable of such critical thinking and able 
to apply it to solving both local and global issues of sustainability.”
 
Critical thinking?  Solving local and global issues of sustainability?  Right 
up SPEA’s alley.
    Beginning this year, MPA students will have the chance to formally 
focus their work in an emerging field of importance: sustainable 
development.  MPA students may now receive a certificate in 
sustainable development that includes classes in environmental, 
economic, and social issues.
 The result may be that SPEA students will be prepared for jobs 
that they never had considered, says Professor Burnell Fischer.  Prof. 
Fischer teaches a class on Urban Forestry, which he says has been 
a big success.  One recent MPA/MSES graduate student recently 
took a job with the City of New York as an urban forester, and other 
MPAs with environmental knowledge will take similar positions with 
government and consulting firms.
 Many businesses and organizations that are trying to become 
“green” can also save money, says Fischer.  That has made the MPA 
students with sustainable development knowledge very valuable, he 
says.  In addition to the environmental knowledge, MPAs know how 
to work with people and work with government.
  “It really gets to the heart of what SPEA’s strengths are,” says 
Fischer. 

Kudos!
SPEA IUB Professor Randall Baker has been 
selected as this year’s recipient of the John 
W. Ryan Award. This award ”…recognizes 
exceptional contributions in teaching, research, 
or professional service to international programs 
at Indiana University, over a period of many 
years, which have a sustainable impact on 
the students and faculty of Indiana University.” 
Clearly, Baker has made contributions in all 
three areas to SPEA, IU, and to a number of 
organizations throughout the world. 

  
SPEA IUB Professor David Audretsch, 
Ameritech Chair of Economic Development and 
Director, Institute for Development Strategies 
has been awarded Indiana University’s highest 
and most esteemed rank, that of Distinguished 
Professor. “The most prestigious academic 
appointment Indiana University can offer an 
individual is a distinguished professorship. 
The rank of distinguished professor honors 
outstanding scholarship, artistic or literary 
distinction, or other achievements that have won 
significant recognition by peers.”

Professor and former SPEA dean Jim 
Barnes was appointed to a National 
Academy of Public Administration panel 
that will assess the executive staffing of 
the Department of Homeland Security, 
focusing on identifying remedies for 
management and administrative gaps 
that could arise during the forthcoming 
Presidential transition. The panel 
expects to conclude its work in early 
2008. His work on another NAPA panel 
focused on a system of Environmental 
Indicators and concluded in October 
with the submission of a report to 
the Department of Interior, acting 
on behalf of a consortium of federal 
agencies. Barnes has been reappointed 
by Secretary Samuel Bodman to the 
Department of Energy’s Environmental 
Management Advisory Board.

SPEA alum and Board of Visitors member 
Donna McLean (MPA ’89) was elected 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 
National Railroad Passenger Corporation 
(Amtrak) at the November 8, 2007 board 
meeting. McLean, who was appointed to the 
Board by President Bush and approved by the 
Senate in July 2006, had previously served as 
Vice Chairman of the Board. 

As Chairman of the Board, McLean will lead 
the board of Amtrak, the nation’s intercity 

passenger railroad, which operates in 46 states on a 21,000-mile system 
serving more than 500 stations. A former official at the U.S. Department 
of Transportation, she is owner of Donna McLean Associates, LLC, a 
Washington, DC-based consulting firm specializing in transportation 
policy and is director of SPEA's Washington Leadership Program.

Learning Spaces II is a joint project of SPEA, the Kelley School of Business, and the Indiana 
University Foundation that benefits the IUPUI students, faculty, and staff. Learning Spaces II is a 
unique learning space on campus created and coordinated by RJE business interiors, Rowland 
Design, Maregatti Interiors, and CSO Architects, working with the University Architect’s Office.
The niches were each designed by a different designer and paid for by the contributions of our 
four niche partners:  BKD, Citizens Gas, The Indianapolis Foundation, that’s good HR, and other 
cash donors and in-kind donors. Learning Spaces II involved over 57 partners with a total value 
of the project is nearly $800,000.

FBI Agent Speaks on 
Eco-Terrorism
 
FBI Special Agent Robert 
Springer spoke to a standing-
room only crowd in the SPEA 
atrium about the detrimental effects of 
eco-terrorism in the U.S.  Invited by the 
student-run Environmental Management 
Association, Springer said he sees the U.S. 
Constitution plays an active role in his job.
 “We uphold the Constitution in 
everything we do,” Springer said. “By working 
in domestic terrorism investigations, you get 
to see the First Amendment in action.”
 Springer said eco-terrorism – attacking 
industries that are believed to harm animals 
– and agro-terrorism – the use of food supply 
as a weapon of mass destruction – are two 
forms of terrorism that the FBI is especially 
interested in because they can harm the 
economy and public health just as much as 
an “international terrorist” attack, such as 
9/11.
 Springer encouraged students who are 
passionate about this sort of issue to consider 
a career in the FBI. 

FRESHFACES

SPEA IUPUI welcomed four new full-time faculty 
members for the 2007-08 academic year. 

Deanna Malatesta, a specialist in public management, joined 
SPEA in August to teach public management and work with the 
Center for Urban Policy and the Environment. Prof. Malatesta 
earned her doctorate in public administration from the School of 
Public and International Affairs at the University of Georgia. 

  
SPEA IUPUI’s health programs added two new full-time faculty 
in August. Yong Li, a health economist, also joined SPEA IUPUI 
to teach economics and work with the Center for Health Policy. 
Prof. Li earned his doctorate in economics from Wayne State 
University.  

Paul Lang joined SPEA IUPUI full-time as a clinical lecturer 
and director of SPEA’s health programs. An MPA alumnus, Paul 
had been an adjunct professor since 2004 and served as the Vice 
President and CFO of Noble of Indiana for 27 years. 

William Foley Jr. joined SPEA IUPUI in January 2008 as a 
lecturer for public safety and executive education. Prof. Foley 
earned his Ph.D. from Indiana University and has a distinguished 
career in Homeland Security and emergency services. 

SPEA IUB welcomed three new faculty members.

Michelle Facos is a visiting associate professor in the Arts 
Administration program at SPEA. She is also associate professor 
of the History of Art in the IU College of Arts and Sciences. 
Her doctorate is from New York University. Prof. Facos has a 
longstanding interest in the documentation and preservation of 
cultural heritage.
 
Monika Herzig is a Visiting Lecturer in the Arts Administration 
program. Herzig’s scholarly interests focuses on the music 
industry and community arts organizations. She holds a DME in 
Music Education from Indiana University. As a touring jazz artist, 
she has performed at many prestigious jazz clubs and festivals, 
such as the Indy Jazz Fest and the W.C. Handy Festival.
  
Assistant Professor Joe Shaw is an environmental toxicologist 
whose research focuses on understanding how environmental 
chemicals, particularly toxic metals, affect molecular processes 
in ways that might contribute to impacts on individual fitness, 
population dynamics, and higher-levels of response.  He holds 
the Ph.D. from the Unversity of Kentucky.

The Learning Spaces II Team at the opening of IUPUI’s newly renovated Learning Spaces
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E
Rhode-map for success.

Work hard and 
believe in yourself.

efiginia lao rhodes Was born in the 
PhiliPPines, the oldest daughter of nine 
children of a Chinese merchant retailer in 
a faraway village. Economic hardships and 
the commencement of World War II ended 
any hopes for prosperity there. By the end 
of the war, Efiginia was 20 years old and had 
virtually no assets and only an elementary 
school education. After marrying a U.S. G.I. 
and with just the clothes on her back, one 
small bag, and one-year-old son Edwardo, she 
came to the U.S. to start a new life.
 Fast forward 40 years. Efiginia is a major 
property-owner in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
She sent her four sons to Ivy League schools 
– to become a professor, a lawyer, a state 
representative/commissioner, and a doctor. 
Her daughter danced with the Dance Theatre 
of Harlem. The Governor could not attend 
one of her son’s weddings – but made sure 
the Speaker of the House was there.

 The secret of her success, according to 
her son, SPEA Professor Edwardo Rhodes, 
is she firmly believed that if you worked 
hard you could do anything you set your 
mind to do. “She had us believing it, too, that 
we could go anywhere and be anything we 
wanted,” says Rhodes.
 To honor his mother, who passed 
away last November, Edwardo established 
the Efiginia Lao Rhodes Tirado International 
Scholarship at SPEA. The Scholarship will 
support underrepresented students and 
students with financial need who wish to 
study in Asia during their undergraduate 
years.
 Ed decided he wanted to do something 
lasting and meaningful for his mother after 
she became seriously ill. Efiginia placed a 
high value on education, relentlessly drilling 
the siblings in spelling and math when they 
were children, and imploring them to 

      Spreading the 
Gospel of Public Finance

Fast becoming one of SPEA’s most sought-after international executive 
education topics is public finance taught by SPEA professors Alfred Ho, John 
Mikesell, and Kurt Zorn.  We catch up with Interim Dean Kurt Zorn, who 
will teach public finance in Taiwan, China and the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) later this month.

You are teaching public finance at Zayed University 
in Abu Dhabi, UAE, where there are no direct taxes on 
personal income or corporations (with the exception of 
oil companies) in an elective monarchy.  Is it difficult to 
explain concepts like public debt, capital markets, fiscal 
federalism across cultures?
Certainly, it’s a little more challenging than presenting to U.S. 
students who are used to these concepts.  However, when you teach 
internationally, you start with the basics of budgeting and finance 
that transcend borders.  There’s a curiosity about the U.S.’ and other 
countries’ tax and budgeting structure.

Do you teach in English in Abu Dhabi or do you have a 
translator?
I teach in English. The students have varied abilities, but most are 
able to understand – and often speak – English very well.

What is the biggest challenge you have faced in teaching 
public finance across cultures, varying governance 
systems, economies?
My biggest challenge is ensuring that I explain things clearly to 
people who find these concepts foreign to them.  So, really, clear 
communication can be the biggest challenge when teaching non-
U.S. audiences.

What are the rewards of flying half way around the world 
– to Taiwan and China – to teach public finance?
It’s a great opportunity to learn about other systems of budgeting 
and finance.  I also have the chance to learn about their culture and 
systems and get to work with very  bright, motivated people.  We 
banter back and forth quite a bit, which won’t surprise anyone who 
knows me. It’s a lot of fun!

What principals of U.S. public finance are of greatest 
interest to new democracies?
Over the years, I have found that – especially with new democracies 
– there is a curiosity about why the people in the U.S. voluntarily 

JUSTCURIOUS:Q&A

pay taxes. Many countries don’t have a culture of tax-paying and 
they are often very curious about why we in the U.S. do.

Do you require your overseas students to read Fiscal 
Administration: Analysis and Applications for the Public 
Sector, by SPEA Professor John Mikesell?
I don’t require the text when I teach in Taiwan, as it’s a non-credit 
course where I am teaching concepts.  
 However, I do require the textbook for my public finance class 
at Zayed University.  It’s a full, master’s-level course for credit.  But 
I had pack the book in my checked luggage on the flight over to Abu 
Dhabi . . . it’s too heavy to carry!

Kurt Zorn is Professor and Interim Dean at SPEA. His expertise includes state 
and local finance, transportation safety, economic development, and gaming 
policy. He holds a doctorate from Syracuse University.

 Interim Dean Kurt Zorn on teaching across the globe.

achieve excellence. An endowed scholarship 
in her name seemed an appropriate tribute. 
When Ed told her of his plans, she seemed 
pleased. “I think being remembered was 
important to her,” said Ed.
 Efiginia will be remembered each year 
by students who receive her Scholarship. 
And in a way, her message that you can go 
anywhere and be anything will live on. 

Edwardo Rhodes' fields of interest and 
specialization include public policy analysis, 
particularly public sector applications of management 
science in the evaluation, and assessment of the 
efficiency or organization performance of public 
activities. He received his PhD from Carnege Mellon  
University.
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NnoW, as a scholar, feisal istrabadi has returned to teach at the same 
university that gave him his law degree 20 years ago – and, in doing 
so, has come back to his childhood home.
 "I grew up in Bloomington more than anywhere else,” he says. 
“I have family here – my sister teaches here, my mother lives here 
as well. Thomas Wolfe said you can’t go home again, but I seem to 
have done it.”
 After graduating from IU, Istrabadi spent 15 years practicing 
law, then returned to Iraq in 2003 to work with Adnan Pachachi, 
a member of the Iraqi Governing Council who he describes as 
his “mentor.” Under Pachichi, he helped draft the interim Iraqi 
constitution that would form the basis for a permanent rule of law.
 In 2004, he was appointed Deputy Permanent Representative 
of the Iraqi Mission to the United Nations, as well as Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at the Iraqi Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. He has also served as a frequent analyst for media outlets 
such as CNN and CNN International, MSNBC, and the BBC. 
 He returned to Bloomington this past fall with appointments in 
SPEA, Law, Near Eastern Languages and Cultures, and the Center for 
the Study of Global Change. What drew him back, he says, was the 
ability to work in so many disciplines that are crucial to understanding 
international affairs. 
 “It’s still very rare to see, in most universities, recognition of 
the fact that you cannot regard international problems as being 
just a public affairs concern or a legal concern,” he says. “When I 
was serving as an ambassador, I gave something between 50 and 60 
lectures at campuses literally from Harvard to Stanford, and yet there 
are things that are happening at this university that I really haven’t 
seen anywhere else. There is a capacity to bring an interdisciplinary 
approach to issues like democratization and constitutionalism that 
you don’t see elsewhere. It seems that this university gets it.”
 He refers to this past summer’s conference held by the Indiana 
Democracy Consortium, which focused on the theme of  “Democracy 
and the Modern World: Prospects and Challenges.”  The event brought 
together faculty from SPEA, Law, Political Science, and language and 
area studies, in addition to practitioners from around the world.

Back home again
As a child, he moved from America to his 
ancestral home of Iraq and back again; 
as a lawyer, he continued a family legacy, 
helping to draft an Iraqi constitution 80 years 
after his grandfather had done the same. 

 “The consortium had the capacity to bring together a first-rate 
group of people to discuss one of the most important issues of our 
time. There just was no other place that could have put that program 
together. It’s the kind of thing that interested me in coming to 
Bloomington in the first place,” he says. 
 At SPEA, Istrabadi’s current course is a graduate seminar on 
“Democratization in the Middle East.” He is pleased to see that the 
course has interdisciplinary appeal: His students come not only from 
SPEA, but also the School of Journalism and the College of Arts and 
Sciences.
 “The insights that the students have coming from the different 
disciplines are obvious when you listen to their discussions. Each 
student has a slightly different view of the issues,” he says. “It’s more 
than a bit challenging, frankly, to teach in that environment. But it 
just forces one to listen and to reconsider how best to communicate 
these ideas.”
 He has been impressed, he says, with the types of international 
experiences the students bring with them.
 “There is one student who has some expertise on Turkey, for 
instance, and I was trying to make a certain point and he was a couple 
steps ahead of me. He was forcing me to come up a step or two in 
my teaching, and it was very interesting to the other students and 
very interesting to me,” he says.
 Sometimes these insights are enough to stop him in his tracks. He 
describes one conversation about granting amnesty to perpetrators of 
violence in exchange for peace – a strategy that is rejected by nearly 
all scholars of international relations.
 “In that class I had a number of officers who served in Iraq, and I 
don’t mean they flew a desk. With one officer in particular, we started 
talking about Rwanda and what happened there – 800,000 people 
killed in six months, and it wasn’t mass executions, it was people 
being macheted to death. So I posed the question with respect to 
amnesty: What if two months into it, somebody now wants to put a 
stop to this, but the price is leaving the perpetrator alone?
 “We went through the scholarly arguments against that, but one 
of the officers, somebody who had been under fire, said, ‘You mean 

Feisal Istrabadi seems to live in cycles. 
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to tell me that the international community is going to step back 
and do nothing and then prevent me from negotiating to bring the 
violence to an end?’ That was a sort of a jarring experience really. 
There were a number of those sorts of experiences.”
 As a whole, he finds that students are more knowledgeable with 
respect to international relations than they were when he was in 
school, due to more ready access to information.
 “I recall when CNN began broadcasting – I believe it was in 1980. 
It was a very different world in terms of what you knew about what 
was going on across the state, much less across the world. Students 
clearly have access to information that they didn’t have when I was 
their age, in a very easy form,” he says.
 The danger of this easy access, however, is the ease with which 
misinformation is spread, he says.
 He points to three common misperceptions that he regularly 
encounters: the notion that there has been no progress toward 
democracy in the Middle East; the idea that Iraq is an “artificial 
country” that can’t be unified because of the different ethnic and 
religious groups represented within it; and the popular belief that 
“tribes have been killing each other for thousands of years” in the 
Middle East.
 With respect to the first two, reminding students of American 
history helps to debunk the idea that democracy happens at all once, 
guaranteeing instant rights to everybody, and to affirm that a country 

Addressing the Security Council at the U.N., 2004.

need not represent only one ethnicity and religion in order to be 
unified.
 As far as the third error, he says, “There’s just absolutely 
no basis for that statement. There has never been neighbor-on-
neighbor violence in Iraq. It has always been the central government 
perpetrating violence against identifiable groups.”
 The last few decades have in fact been the most violent in Iraq’s 
history, Istrabadi says. He has only to think back to the time of his 
grandfather to remember a more hopeful, more progressive era in 
Iraq. 
 “The constitution my grandfather helped to write was actually 
more liberal than Iraq’s current constitution,” he says. “In 1925, it 
represented a very different era in Iraq’s history – a vibrancy and 
optimism. The 2005 constitution is much more of a document that 
reflects fears and awareness of the tragic history that Iraq has had in 
the 35 years preceding it.” 
 For this reason, Istrabadi hopes that genealogical cycle of nation-
building ends with him. 
 “I hope that my grandchildren are not in the position of trying 
to reformulate the state of Iraq,” he says.

– Elisabeth Andrews

Ssince 1975 young PeoPle from south Korea have been coming to SPEA for an education. 
This May, 20 SPEA undergraduates will travel across the globe to South Korea to study 
globalization. 
 SPEA’s Scholars in Global Citizenship Program will give undergraduate students the 
opportunity to examine first-hand the effects of globalization on government, business, 
communities and ordinary citizens. Korea’s open economy, rapid pace of change, and a new 
president promising a slimmed-down government make it an excellent field site for students 
of public policy. 
 During the ten-day trip students will hear from decision makers who are engaged in 
policy focus of the new government in Korea. Topics for discussion will include the Lee 
government’s approach to the North Korean nuclear problem and prospects for resolution, 
the growing problem of how to treat undocumented alien workers in the Korean labor 
market, the challenge of American congressional ratification of a U.S.-South Korea free trade 
agreement (FTA), and the new government’s resolve to restore the U.S.-Korea alliance. 
Along the way, students will visit public, private, and nonprofit organizations where many 
SPEA graduates hold high-level appointments.
    “There are so many concurrent challenges Asian countries face that the U.S. never 
had to contend with,” says program director Matt Auer. “Korea is experiencing rapid change 
– in technology, politics, the economy – and pressing socio-cultural changes. Students will 
synthesize classroom knowledge with on-the-ground observation to gain better understanding 
of the challenges other countries face.” 
   Prestigious Yonsei University in Seoul serves as the host for the program. SPEA Professor 
Emeritus Roy Shin will accompany the group to his home country. “Yonsei has developed 
not only a full schedule of appointments for the students, but also, excursions, including a 
visit to Korea’s Demilitarized Zone,” says Shin. “The students will certainly come back with 
a different world view.”
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I
One of SPEA’s newest overseas partnerships is taking IU undergraduate students to 
Parliament’s House of Lords, Westminster Abbey, and Churchill’s War Room. IU at Oxford 
is an intensive four-week summer program with courses focusing on governance, guest 
lecturers from the faculty of the University of Oxford, and remarkable field study.
 Students live in the heart of Oxford while studying at the oldest English-speaking 
university in the world.  SPEA Professor Ken Richards directs the Oxford program. “The main 
focus of IU at Oxford’s governance and decision-making courses is to consider these important 
topics from a variety of perspectives, including psychology, economics, anthropology, and 
public management, so having a diverse group of viewpoints represented in the classroom 
only adds to the experience,” he remarked.
 Two courses: “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: Decision Making in Public and Private 
Contexts” and “Herding Cats: Governance of Private and Public Organizations” are included 
in the program. Both courses are designed to conform to a British style course of study in 
which students have more freedom in choosing readings and depth of analysis.
 Though SPEA coordinates the IU at Oxford program, it is open to all IU undergraduate 
students.  “We are excited about building a strong partnership with Oxford University.  Its 
long-standing reputation for academic excellence is an asset to SPEA and gives our students 
a more global perspective,” said Interim Dean Kurt Zorn. 

IU at 
Oxford

Nobels,
no whistles
in december of 2007, the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded jointly 
to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and to 
former Vice President Al Gore “for their efforts to build up and 
disseminate greater knowledge about man-made climate change, and 
to lay the foundations for the measures that are needed to counteract 
such change.” While Gore’s environmental work had recently gained 
exposure due to the Oscar-winning film An Inconvenient Truth, the 
IPCC had been synthesizing information from the world’s top 
environmental scientists for nearly 20 years. Among those experts 
were SPEA’s own J.C. Randolph, professor of environmental science, 
and Kenneth Richards, associate professor of policy and law.
 “It’s kind of amusing to think about Al Gore and, oh, maybe 3,000 
scientists scattered around the world winning the Nobel Peace Prize,” 
Randolph says. He explains that hundreds of authors and thousands 
of reviewers have been involved in preparing the panel’s reports, 
reflecting an unparalleled level of international collaboration. But 
then, never before have scientists tackled a problem so inherently 
multi-national.
 “Climate change is potentially the most significant global issue 
out there, short of some kind of pan-flu or famine,” Randolph says. 
“And actually, famine almost always is climate-related and epidemics 
are usually connected to pollutants.”
 The IPCC was created in 1988, when the notion of climate 
change was still new. At the request of the United Nations General 
Assembly, the two U.N. bodies responsible for environmental affairs 
– the World Meteorological Association and the United Nations 
Environmental Program – were tasked with creating a panel that 
could provide objective, scientific reports on evidence of human-
induced climate change.
 Since then, the panel has released four broad assessment reports, 
the most recent of which concluded that global warming is a reality, 
and is almost certainly caused by human activity. It also stated that 
droughts, floods, and shortages of drinking water will affect billions 
of people by 2020, with the poorest being the hardest hit.
 The story of how climate change began as a radical theory and 
developed into a top priority for global action can be told through 
the experiences of Randolph and Richards with this Nobel Prize-
winning effort on behalf of global health and security.

“It’s kind of amusing to think 
about Al Gore and, oh, maybe 
3,000 scientists scattered 
around the world winning the 
Nobel Peace Prize” – including 
two of SPEA's own, J.C. Randolph 
and Ken Richards.

SPEA and the Nobel Peace Prize
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The accidental panelist
 
As a graduate student working at the Council of Economic Advisors, 
Ken Richards represented the agency at the first meeting of the 
IPCC’s U.S.-chaired Response Strategies Working Group, but he 
was cautioned to remain seen and not heard.
 He listened as the attendees determined that each of the 
participating nations would prepare a series of papers on the 
environmental impact of different sectors of the economy. He 
watched as topics like agriculture, education, and finance were 
added to the list. But as the night wore on, he grew restless with the 
realization that no one was discussing ways to influence the activities 
of these sectors. Despite his superiors’ injunctions, he felt he had to 
speak.
 “I turned to a fairly highly ranked EPA official and said, ‘You 
don’t have economic measures in here. There’s nothing about tools 
that the government can bring to bear to change people’s behavior,’” 
he recalls.
 To his amazement, “she just wrote it down, she added it to the 
list,” he says. “All night I had been watching people argue about the 
most minor points, but because I brought this up so late when people 
were so tired, she just went ahead and wrote it down.”
 Because the concept of incentives was so new, when the U.S. 
delegation met to assign the papers, there was no one qualified to 
write the report … except the young Richards.

against our goals for research. It’s not that the IPCC isn’t doing good 
and important work, but these issues are extremely complex, and 
no simple summary can capture the richness of the discussion or the 
degree of uncertainty in the reports. And I don’t want to suggest just 
because there’s uncertainty that we shouldn’t be concerned – just 
that we need to continue investigation, with an open mind.”
 “Still,” he adds, “it’s the best we’ve got and it’s the best we can 
do.”

– Elisabeth Andrews

J.C. Randolph is Professor of Public and Environmental Affairs and Professor 
(part-time) of Biology. His specialities are forest ecology; ecological aspects of 
global environmental change; applications of geographic information systems 
(GIS) and remote sensing in environmental and natural resources management. 
His PhD is from Carlton University (Ottawa). 

Ken Richards is Associate Professor of Public and Environmental Affairs, 
specializing in climate change policy, carbon sequestration economics, 
environmental policy implementation and instrument choice. He has a J.D. and a 
PhD from the University of Pennsylvania.
 

 “The quality of the materials that I reviewed this last time really 
surpassed my expectations. I didn’t need to make any substantive 
changes as a reviewer. I think the fact that this process has only gotten 
better is truly important. It’s not just one or two people out there 
espousing a particular point,” he said.
 Randolph stresses the “significance of peer review” to the success 
of the project. The review process enables the reports to “represent 
a spectrum of thought,” he says.
 “I’ve got some colleagues who are completely convinced that 
we’re on the verge of a huge demise, and there are others who think 
the whole concept of climate change is overblown,” he says. “In the 
review process, there’s always the ability to express a cautionary 
note, the ability to disagree, but the process is a consensus process, 
so that with the different comments you start emerging with 
conclusions.”
 Within SPEA classrooms, Randolph says, discussions about 
climate change have paralleled the evolving focus of the IPCC, 
culminating in a present willingness to center on solutions. 
 “It’s been interesting to watch this over the years, how when 
I first got interested in climate change or climate change impacts, 
any time you would mention them you would spend the first several 
minutes talking about whether the climate really is changing. Then 
you’d move on to part B: If it is, do humans have any impact? And then 
part C: What evidence do you have that it’s really affecting anything? 
At that time it never came to part D, which was, What should we do 
about it?”, he says.
 “Now, when I bring up climate change in class, the students want 
to go immediately to solutions. They don’t need to be persuaded that 
there is a problem. I suspect skeptics are still skeptical, but when you 
find organizations such as the one that awards the Nobel prize – the 
very best scientists – lending their credibility to this endeavor, it has 
the opportunity to be a lot more well-received.”

An authoritative statement?

Despite their positive impact, Richards worries that the reports 
have now been mythologized as “consensus” statements, a term he 
finds misleading.
 “IPCC is essentially a political process,” he says. “These 
documents are written largely on compromise, which is not the same 
as consensus. Because of the political nature of the debate, there’s a 
sense in which we have to put up a united front, but that can work 

 “Up until then, I had said virtually nothing in any of the 
discussions, but now they were in an area that I knew. So it became 
my job to write the U.S. position paper on policy instruments and 
tools like command and control, taxes, marketable allowances, and 
subsidies. And what was remarkable was that even though there were 
huge debates about the other papers, people knew so little about this 
topic that it really went in without a lot of criticism.”
 Excerpts from the paper were included in the first IPCC report, 
which, although it was “not terribly influential,” Richards says, did 
have “the distinction of being very early” and thereby helping to 
initiate the discussion about ways to persuade people to change their 
behavior. 
 Around the same time that he was working on the first IPCC 
report, Richards also began a project on carbon sequestration – also, 
at that time, a very new field.
 “It was really just a bean-counting exercise, but it was way more 
than anyone else had done at that point,” he says.
 Based on the report, Richards was selected to write a section on 
carbon sequestration for the second IPCC statement. Once again, the 
pioneering nature of his topic allowed him a great deal of freedom.
 “I had the luxury of irrelevance,” he says. “I was the only forestry 
guy in a group of energy modelers, and they had no interest in what I 
was doing. As a result, I think I contributed more pages to that review 
than anyone else, simply because no one cared what I did.”
 Richards’s work with the IPCC largely ended with the second 
report, as he went on to collaborations with the Pew Center on 
Global Climate Change and other agencies. Meanwhile, Randolph 
was poised to take over the position as SPEA delegate to the panel.

“A spectrum of thought”

During the time that Richards was helping with the first phases of 
the IPCC, J.C. Randolph was at IU heading the Midwest Regional 
Center of the National Institute for Global Environmental Change, 
one of the earliest U.S. congressional efforts in the area. By the time 
the third IPCC report was being prepared, his work there, as well as 
his research on climate change impacts on forests (funded through 
a grant by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), earned him 
the opportunity to contribute as an author.
 Between that report, which came out in 2000, and the most 
recent report, to which Randolph contributed as a reviewer, he says 
the project has grown far more sophisticated and comprehensive.

“I had the luxury of irrelevance,” says 
Richards. “I was the only forestry guy in 
a group of energy modelers, and they 
had no interest in what I was doing."

Randolph: “Now, when I bring up 
climate change in class, the students 
want to go immediately to solutions. 
They don’t need to be persuaded that 
there is a problem.”

J.C. RandolphKen Richards
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INTHELAB

What do you plan to do here in Bloomington?
Shaw: I’m a molecular toxicologist. By that I mean I’m interested 
in the impact of environmental contaminants across all levels of bio-
complexity from molecules such as DNA all the way up to individuals, 
populations, communities, and ecosystems. 

What kinds of contaminants do you study?
Shaw: Metals such as cadmium, arsenic, zinc, and nickel are 
my primary focus and our field sites include areas impacted by 
mining and smelting operations. One of the key animals I study is a 
microcrustacean, a relative of lobsters and crabs, called Daphnia.

Why do you focus on Daphnia?
Shaw: It’s probably the most central player in every freshwater lake or 
pond. By that I mean it’s the primary consumer of algae and bacteria 
and serves as the primary food source for fish and higher organisms. 
So it’s central to the ecology of every freshwater lake and pond.
Glaholt: You can call them a keystone species in freshwater 
systems. 
Shaw: They’re also distributed worldwide, which means they’ve 
adapted to withstand almost any environment. So for someone 
like me who is interested in how organisms survive different 
environments, they are amazing critters to study. One of the things 
we’re interested in is how individuals change to tolerate higher 
metal concentrations. Then, how do populations of these individuals 
restructure themselves genetically through selection and actually 
adapt to these conditions. 

And how do you go about studying the changes in 
populations?
Shaw: Well, here’s another beautiful thing about Daphnia. Typically, 
Daphnia are females that reproduce by cloning themselves. But 
environmental cues can elicit male production and when males are 
around, Daphnia go through sexual reproduction resulting in eggs, 
which then settle out in lakes. We can collect these eggs from the 
lakes, and the further down we go, the older the eggs are. In this way, 
we have access over evolutionary time to past populations.

What are some of the ways Daphnia populations are 
affected?
Shaw: Here is one of our most recent findings – we found that when 
Daphnia are pre-conditioned to low levels of metals (i.e., acclimated), 
they make more of a protein called metallothionein. But it turns out 
that initially making this protein comes with a cost. So when metals 
aren’t around, these acclimated animals don’t reproduce as well.
Glaholt: But now we have this new finding that if populations have 
been exposed long enough, they’ll actually adapt. 
Shaw:  Every measurement we’ve looked at shows that adapted 
populations of Daphnia have lost the cost that initially came with 
acclimation. 

Do Daphnia help identify susceptible populations?
Shaw: Daphnia have been an indicator species for a long time. If 
you lose Daphnia from a system, you’ll know that the lake or pond 
is in trouble. 

What makes Indiana University the right place for this 
research?
Shaw: Well, one of the reasons that we’re excited about being at 
Indiana University is because if you want to work with Daphnia, IU 
is by far the center of the Daphnia world. For example, the Center 
for Genomics and Bioinformatics has been coordinating the work of 
scientists worldwide through the Daphnia Genomics Consortium, 
which we were involved with even before we came to IU. In July 
2007 the Consortium released the complete Daphnia gene sequence, 
the first whole genome of any crustacean.  We now have one of the 
best collections of molecular tools available for any organism. 

What other types of projects are going on in your lab?
Shaw: In one of my other projects I study the killifish. It turns out 
that you can take this fish from the purest, freshest water to very 
concentrated seawater and it will survive. The mechanism it uses 
involves the same protein that is mutated in cystic fibrosis patients. 

I study how environmental exposure to arsenic in this fish affects this 
protein, which has implications for the disease.
 This is another example of how we look at the way organisms 
adjust to survive in changing or altered environments, whether 
they’re Daphnia adapting to metals or fish responding to different 
salinity concentrations. 

What are the benefits of your research to the general 
population?
Shaw: Well…clean water is necessary for all life, not just Daphnia, 
but fish and people, too. So ultimately, my research, which is 
centered on water quality, attempts to improve human health and 
the environment. To borrow a line from SPEA: “Smart policy. Sound 
science. Stronger communities.”

Does life as a toxicologist affect your everyday decisions 
– about food, chemicals, or products you use, places you 
go, swim, fish, etc.?
Shaw: My family and I definitely try to limit our exposure to metals, 
pesticides, and other harmful compounds. For example, we try to 
eat more local and organic foods. However, my overall approach is 
most things in moderation.
Glaholt: Our work does impact my own and my family’s daily 
life.  For example, we stay away from or minimize our intake of 
top predatory fish such as tuna, sharks, and bass.  But as for my 
recreational practices, they have not been affected.  I feel things 
haven’t gotten that bad yet!

– Liz Rosdeitcher

Joe Shaw is an environmental toxicologist whose research focuses on 
understanding how environmental chemicals, particularly toxic metals, affect 
molecular processes in ways that might contribute to impacts on individual 
fitness, population dynamics, and higher-levels of response. His doctorate is from 
University of Kentucky.

This past fall, SPEA welcomed assistant professor 
Joseph Shaw and research technician Chip Glaholt, 
who continue research they started at Dartmouth 
College. 

So . . . What's happening in Joe Shaw's lab?

Joe Shaw
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Kenya is a place of extremes. From its tropical coastline to 
the glaciers of Mt. Kenya, the country seems to capture all 
possibilities within its borders.
  
Best known to Americans for its fleet-footed athletes and its diverse wildlife, 
Kenya’s democratic government has been praised as a model for the region. 
But the country has also struggled with poverty, illness, and malnutrition. 
Within the last few months, a disputed presidential election caused violent 
eruptions to threaten the stability Kenya has enjoyed for nearly half a 
century.

Contradictions
A Land of 

Mount Kenya, March 2007
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In this column we ask SPEA faculty members to 
describe their relationship to the Internet, e-mail, 
and related  gadgetry.  This issue we go online with 
SPEA associate professor Crystal Garcia.

What are your favorite work-related 
Web sites and why do you like them?
I have so many, it is hard to pick just 
one.  Here are the three I probably use most 
often:  www.ncjrs.gov. This is the National 
Criminal Justice Reference Center – a one-
stop resource site that offers justice and 
substance abuse information to support 
research, policy, and program development 
worldwide.  
 I use the NIJ Web site frequently 
(http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/). NIJ is 
the research, development, and evaluation 
agency of the U.S. Department of Justice.
  I also frequent http://www.ojp.
usdoj.gov/bjs/, which is the Web site for 
the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS).  BJS 
collects, analyzes, publishes, and disseminates 
information on crime, criminal offenders, 
victims of crime, and the operation of justice 
systems at all levels of government.
 All three are invaluable in that they 
allow me to search for the most up-to-date 
statistics and research publications in the 
areas that I teach and research.  I use them 
almost daily!!
 

How has  technology af fected 
your teaching methods; what new 
technology do you include in your 
classes?
I used to shy away from using technology in 
the classroom.  Now I use it regularly, but 
I use it far more often in some classes than 
in others.  For example, my large special 
topics classes are usually fully electronic 
with pictures, video clips, and Web links 
embedded in them. Using technology in 
my large classes really helps me to keep 
the students interested and engaged.  I 
also believe that it assists me in reaching 
students that are visual rather than auditory 
learners.  In other classes, particularly my 
seminar classes, I only use Power Point.
 In all of my courses I utilize Oncourse 
as much as possible. In particular, I use 
Oncourse for “Just in Time” quizzes, 
assignment submission, and as a means of 
communication with the class as a whole. 
Moreover, I typically set up discussion forums 
for my classes that have group assignments, 
though the students do not utilize them as 
much as they could.
 Sometime in the near feature, I hope 
to try student response systems – some 
people refer to these systems as “clicker” 

systems.  They can be very helpful at engaging 
students and stimulating discussion.  Another 
benefit of these systems is that they allow the 
self-conscious student a means of answering 
questions with relative anonymity.
   
How has your work lifestyle changed 
as a result of the Internet and e-
mail?
My work style has changed for both the good 
and bad due to the Internet and e-mail.  On 
the good side, I can provide quick responses 
to inquiries from students, work more easily 
with co-authors that live far away, and find 
information/research I need on the Web.  On 
the bad side, if I am awake, my computer is 
close at hand and I am probably logged into 
my e-mail.  So I feel somewhat tethered to 
my computer and my students often remark 
that it appears that I never sleep given my 
propensity to respond to e-mails at all hours 
of the day and night.
   
Where do you go to the Web for fun?
My Internet guilty pleasures are Overstock.
com and Amazon.com!
 
What’s the one site you can’t live 
without?
I would feel lost without MSNBC.com.

Crystal Garcia is an associate professor at 
SPEA IUPUI. She specializes in the evaluation of 
community corrections programs and criminal justice 
technologies (e.g., school safety technology and 
digital photography as evidence), crime policy, and 
juvenile justice. Her PhD is from the University of 
California, Irvine.

Photo: John Gentry Jr.

http://www.ncjrs.gov
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/
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A
Finding resolution 
a PartnershiP betWeen indiana university and moi university in 
Western Kenya that began as collaboration in medical education now 
offers opportunity through IU’s School of Public and Environmental 
Affairs for addressing some of the political difficulties the country 
faces.
  The relationship between IU and Moi dates back to 1989, when 
four IU School of Medicine faculty members forged a partnership 
to facilitate student and faculty exchanges between the two medical 
schools. Once AIDS began to ravage the country in the late ’90s, the 
focus shifted to treating the disease, leading to the continent’s largest 
and most comprehensive HIV control system, AMPATH (Academic 
Model for the Prevention and Treatment of HIV/AIDS).
 The program gradually expanded to include not only screening 
and education but also nutritional provisions for patients’ entire 
families, care of orphaned children, and transitional employment 
programs for patients who are ostracized due to the stigma of HIV/
AIDS.
 With this expanded scope, the program needed scholarly support 
beyond the medical school. In November of 2006, IUPUI developed 
a Strategic Alliance tying the whole of the campus with all of Moi 
University, making resources from both institutions available for 
mutual benefit.

School children passing roadside hotel near Eldoret, Kenya

Employee at David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust, Nairobi, Kenya
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 A social science conference in 2007 gave SPEA its opportunity to 
contribute. With researchers from both institutions coming together 
to discuss what was happening in the country’s communities and 
political systems, it became clear that SPEA expertise could support 
Moi researchers in developing the expertise needed to address the 
complex political and environmental challenges.  
 Accordingly, Greg Lindsey, SPEA Associate Dean at IUPUI, 
and himself part of several University contingents to Moi, invited 
Moi faculty member James Chaleng’a to IUPUI to continue his 
research into indigenous methods of conflict resolution, and to give 
IU students firsthand insight into the Kenyan government and tribal 
systems of ownership that dictate allocation of land.
 It is this tension over land use that forms the basis of the country’s 
current political struggles, Chaleng’a explains.
 “Twenty percent of the land is fertile, but eighty percent is 
semi-arid,” he says. “Everybody wants a bit of land. Even if you live 
in the city, you want a bit of land. Even if you are employed, you still 
want to supplement your income with farming. Most Kenyans live 
in villages, and people may go to the city to work, but they prefer 
to retire in the upcountry.”
 At SPEA, Chaleng’a is able to make use of journals and electronic 
resources that are difficult, if not impossible, for him to access at 
home. He is also able to benefit from the lack of distractions that is 
the hallmark of sabbatical study. But being away has not been easy 
for him, especially right now.
 “It’s just unfortunate that I came when the situation in Kenya is 
not very good. Part of my mind is here and part of it is still in Kenya,” 
he says.

Photos in this essay were taken by Josi Sprunger, Indianapolis, and Greg 
Lindsey, SPEA Associate Dean, IUPUI.

Workers at tea plantation in Central Kenya

Young Massai man at Keekorok Lodge, Masai Mara

Health care center, Central Kenya

Flamingos, Lake Nakuru
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O
SPEAKINGOUT

Four years ago, we asked SPEA faculty to comment 
on the incoming President’s critical environmental policy challenges.

What our experts say now:     Just how has he done?

Matt Auer 
one steP forWard, one steP bacK. That 
characterizes the Bush Administration’s 
efforts to deal with the problems I outlined in 
2004 (". . . GLOBALIZE  THE  AREA").
 In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change issued its fourth assessment 
report, which declared, “Today, the time for 
doubt has passed. The IPCC has unequivocally 
affirmed the warming of our climate system, 
and linked it directly to human activity.” In 
addition, companies like GM, Dupont, and 
Duke Energy called for clear, firm rules to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
 In the face of these and other pressures, 
the administration’s passive strategy to 
manage climate change became increasingly 
untenable. That strategy included a 2002 
voluntary plan to reduce by 18 percent the 
nation’s  “greenhouse gas intensity” – the ratio 
of greenhouse gas emissions to economic 
output by 2012 – yet allow for emissions to 
actually increase during this same period. 
The president has seldom referred to this 
plan during his second term.
 In intergovernmental talks in 2007, the 
Bush administration agreed to negotiate a 
new global warming pact by the end of 2009 
– a noteworthy change for a White House 
opposed to timelines on emissions reduction 
(not to mention targets) of any sort, but also, 
just a modest step forward to solve one of 
the greatest challenges of our time.
 President Bush signed the Energy 
Independence and Security Act in 2007 
– a genuine accomplishment. Among 
other important provisions, it calls for 
strengthening fuel economy standards in 
new automobiles – the first such change 
in over 30 years. It also phases out most 
types of incandescent light bulbs by 2014 

Evan Ringquist
my advice to the next administration does 
not advocate elevating one environmental 
problem over another as a presidential 
priority. Rather, I would encourage the 
president, and Congress, to reverse course 
from the recent pattern of (not so) benign 
neglect and return environmental protection 
in general to the national policy agenda. 
Amazingly, the last meaningful revisions 
to environmental legislation occurred 
in 1996 (with the reauthorization of the 
Safe Drinking Water Act) and 1990 (with 
revisions to the Clean Air Act).  This means 
that the controlling legislative authority 
for all other major elements of U.S. 
environmental policy (e.g., water pollution 
control, hazardous waste management, the 
management of national parks, grasslands, 
and forests) is more than 20 years old. At 
least two major pieces of environmental 
legislation – the Endangered Species Act and 
the federal Superfund law – are more than a 
dozen years overdue for reauthorization. 
 While Congress and the president 
have stood still, environmental problems 
have not. Federal and state environmental 
officials have tried their best to cope with 
new environmental demands, but there 
are limits to agency discretion in this area. 
We are witnessing increasing distances 
legally, technologically, and in the scientific 
understanding of environmental problems 
between the actions of agencies and the 
specifics of the legislation empowering 
these agencies to act.  
 The first practical implication of aging 
environmental legislation is uncertainty 
on the part of EPA, state environmental 
agencies, and the targets of environmental 
regulation.  For example, when the Clean 
Air Act was reauthorized in 1990, addressing 
climate change was not a high priority, and 
the legislation contained no clear signal 
from Congress that the EPA should act to 
control greenhouse gasses. When in the 
21st century the threat of climate change 
became a virtual certainty, the agency was 
uncertain whether it had the legal authority 
to regulate carbon dioxide. Resolving this 
uncertainty required a long and costly court 

and requires steep reductions in energy 
consumption in new and renovated federal 
buildings. But hours after the bill became law, 
the EPA administrator, against the advice of 
staff, declared that California and other states 
were forbidden from pressing ahead with 
their own more stringent rules governing 
tailpipe emissions. One step forward, one 
step back.
 Climate change and energy issues 
will continue to loom large for the next 
president. The key test will be whether and 
to what extent the new leader connects 
environmental problems to other critical 
policy concerns. S/he has a golden 
opportunity to deal boldly with a basket 
of social and economic problems that are 
infused with environmental and public health 
quandaries. The next president could reform 
the tax code by taxing pollution instead of 
employment – for example, taxing carbon 
emissions instead of income. He/she could 
emphasize healthier lifestyles by saying no 
to an irrational farm bill that encourages 
production of the wrong kinds of food inputs 
(e.g., industrial-scale corn monocultures 
for the manufacture of high fructose corn 
syrup).
  Correcting bad agricultural policies can 
promote environmental protection and help 
rectify a health care system that focuses on 
treating illness instead of preventing illness.

Matt Auer (PhD, Yale University) is Director of 
SPEA’s Undergraduate Programs and Professor of 
Public and Environmental Affairs, specializing in 
environmental policy and management problems with 
an international focus: international environmental 
assistance, comparative industrial environmental 
policy, international policies governing forests and 
forestry.

battle that was resolved last year when the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the EPA 
did in fact have the authority to regulate 
greenhouse gasses. 
 A second implication is cost. This 
implication may seem counter-intuitive, as 
many observers believe that new legislation 
must impose greater costs on those subject 
to environmental regulation. Old legislation, 
however, often requires the use of older and 
more costly pollution technologies. Indeed, 
for years the American Public Works 
Association has lobbied Congress to update 
and reauthorize the 1987 Water Pollution 
Control Act because this act requires 
regulatory targets to meet outdated (and 
more costly) standards and use outdated 
(and more costly) equipment.
 A final implication of aging 
environmental legislation is threats 
to the legitimacy of environmental 
policy decisions. As described above, 
environmental administrators and federal 
judges are increasingly called upon to define 
environmental policy within a legislative 
framework that is ambiguous or silent 
on many topics.  In the minds of citizens, 
however, there are clear distinctions between 
policy directions from Congress and policy 
choices made by “unelected judges” or “out 
of control bureaucrats.” To the extent that 
environmental policy is increasingly made 
by the latter two of these, policy choices 
may be viewed as less legitimate.  
 The next president will face a host of 
important policy challenges, including the 
war in Iraq, a possible economic recession, 
the looming crisis in Medicare, and homeland 
security.  For the reasons articulated above, 
however, this president would be well-
advised to work environmental protection 
on to the domestic policy agenda. 

Evan Rinquist is Professor of Public and 
Environmental Affairs. His specialties are in public 
policy (environmental, energy, natural resources, 
and regulation), research methodology, American 
political institutions. He received the M.A. and PhD 
in political science and M.S. in environmental studies 
from the University of Wisconsin.

                       

 

While Congress and 
the President have stood still, 

environmental problems 
have not.

Climate change and 
energy issues will continue 

to loom large 
for the next president. 

Matt Auer

Evan Ringquist
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Man-to-Man 
Defense

SPEA’s Gene Coyle reflects on how Hoosier basketball and 
spying came together in Moscow during the Cold War.

Note:  The CIA Publication Review Board approved this story prior to its 
publication –  that is, with the exception of those areas blacked out in the 
copy.

It’s hard to believe that more than 20 years has passed since my days in 
Moscow, at the height of the Cold War. I spent two years in the mid-1980s 
working undercover at the U.S. Embassy as a political officer, but in reality, 
I was an operations officer for the Central Intelligence Agency. As a native 
Hoosier, I had naturally grown up playing basketball, and I found that an 
enjoyable pastime while in the USSR. The Cold War is thankfully over, the 
Soviet Union no longer exists, and, as of 2006, I’m no longer a spy. Even the 
fact that I used to be with the CIA is now no longer a secret. 
 My b-ball playing days are also behind me, but with that passage 
of time, I have the liberty to talk of events and operations that were once 
considered great state secrets. I had the opportunity to be involved in one of 
the most spectacular CIA operations ever conducted in Moscow, which earned 
me the Agency’s Intelligence Medal of Merit. Some aspects of the operation 
are still considered classified, but enough can now be told to make a good 
story, including the humorous aspects of how basketball played a role in my 
espionage.

At the top of the key 

my story begins in 1983, while preparing for my assignment to 
Moscow. I undertook intensive Russian language study for almost a 
year, followed by training geared to prepare me for an assignment in 
a hostile Moscow environment. The KGB was a first-class security 
service, and the section responsible for keeping a watch on foreign 
diplomats had almost unlimited resources available to it. Many 
Western diplomats experienced surveillance by the vigilant Seventh 
Directorate as they traveled about the city, and had their phone calls 
monitored both at work and at home. The KGB was also known to 
place microphones and possibly even video cameras in the apartments 
of foreigners suspected of being intelligence officers. (Upon hearing 
that last fact, my wife, Jan, commented to me during our training that 
she was starting a diet before we went to Moscow. “I’ll put up with 
them seeing me naked, but they’re not going to see me overweight 
and naked!”)
 Once my wife and I arrived in Moscow in the summer of 1984, 
I settled into my cover duties at the embassy. This included the 

purchasing of books published in the USSR that any U.S.G. agency 
wanted a copy of, and it required me to travel a lot around the city 
– and about the entire country. 
 Contrary to the movies, a real spy in such a situation doesn’t go 
about trying to outrun or lose surveillance, but rather to bore them 
to death – just doing your embassy job, traveling back and forth to 
your apartment, and, for me, often driving to the embassy to play 
some basketball on the outdoor court in decent weather, especially 
on weekends. Some days I was followed around. Some days I was 
not. 
 My basketball playing also got me invited to play in a long-
standing, friendly pick-up game of Americans versus Russians at the 
Moscow State University on Sunday mornings. That game turned not 
so friendly on the occasion that then-Senator Bill Bradley, formerly 
of the New York Knicks, came to play with us. Even such a trivial 
game had political significance from the Soviet perspective and 
on that Sunday, a center from the Red Army basketball team “just 
happened” to show up to play – to ensure that the Soviet side won. 
Senator Bradley announced to us that as he hadn’t played in years, 
he’d have to play easy, and we should play zone defense. The Russians 
trounced us in the first game. 
 You can take a player out of the game, but you can’t take 
the desire to win out of a former NBA champion. After that first 
embarrassing game, Bradley was a changed man – even diving to 
the floor for balls – and quickly gave his young Russian opponent a 
lesson in how basketball is really played. In the fifth and tie-breaking 
game, I tied the game up with three jump shots in a row and then 
we won on a Coyle-to-Bradley pass for a lay-up. I was insufferable 
for weeks thereafter with my fellow basketball buddies around the 
embassy! Bradley’s signature and inscription on my water bottle from 
that game –“Thanks for pulling us through in Moscow. You didn’t 
miss.”—is one of my favorite souvenirs from those days. 

Establishing position

 Along with all the other training, the CIA prepared me to 
play a role in a “compartmented” technical operation, code-named 
“GTTAW”.   A compartmented operation was one that, in addition 
to being Top Secret, one had to be on a BIGOT list – an even smaller 
list than those on the Top Secret list – to even know about.  The target 
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of the operation was the buried telephone 
trunk line that ran to Moscow from a 
military research facility in a “closed” city 
near Moscow. “Closed” meant that foreign 
diplomats could not receive permission to 
even travel to that city. According to the 
memoirs of Rem Krasilnikov, a KGB official 
who was responsible for keeping an eye on 
the Americans in Moscow in the 1980s, 
the targeted facility located in Troitsk did 
defense research associated with laser 
development. Satellite photography had 
revealed the digging of this new telephone 

trunk line in the early 1980s. 
 Thus was born our imaginative idea of tapping the phone calls 
that scientists and officials at this secret facility made to colleagues 
in Moscow and perhaps talk of their research work. Access to the 
phone cable was through one of the manhole covers placed along 
the line that ran parallel to the Kaluzhskoye Highway. According to 
Krasilnikov, the “tap” was done within the conduit pipes below ground 
and connected to a metal box buried nearby, just under the surface 
of the dirt. It was that box, full of recordings over a period of several 
months, that needed to periodically be exchanged by a CIA officer.

Getting possession

 It came time for one of the periodic exchanges of the “black boxes” 
of GTTAW and I was selected to carry out the operation because I 
was only rarely getting surveillance at that time. I had a “pattern” on 
weekends of often driving to the embassy to shoot some baskets and 

wash my car on the compound. There 
was a militia man on guard at 

all the apartment buildings 
where foreigners lived. 

Ostensibly, he was 
there to protect us, 
but really he was 
there to keep track 
of our comings and 
goings. On the days I 

went to play basketball, I would carry a very large gym bag containing 
my sports clothes and ball out to my car and drive off. A few days 
before the actual operation, our CIA chief at the embassy had the 
good idea of making me go through all the technical steps that would 
be required at the GTTAW site, with him and a few others watching 
so as to add some “pressure” to the exercise. This occurred just after 
lunchtime. About ten minutes into my “practice,” I heard snoring. I 
looked up and saw our chief, who was close to retirement age and 
who had just eaten a heavy lunch, sound asleep in his chair. So much 
for the pressure of being watched! 
 On the day of the actual operation, my wife and I left our 
apartment building, waving and smiling at the militia guard as always. 
I carried, as usual, my gym bag – except this day it contained a fairly 
large and heavy metallic box, as well as a basketball. We headed 
first toward the embassy, but then veered off in other directions. 
As time passed, we became convinced that no one was following us 
that day. However, the extreme tension of the day had gotten to my 
wife’s bladder and she informed me that she could wait no longer. 
The same paranoia about microphones in our apartment extended 
to our automobile as well and she actually had to convey this fact to 
me with body language and voiceless mouthing of words. God knows 
what nearby drivers thought was going on in our vehicle. There were 
no fast food restaurants or even gas stations in those days where one 
could easily find a restroom. We pulled down a side street that had 
some bushes and she made use of a bit of privacy, as was the practice 
of many citizens of Moscow in similar circumstances. We joked later 
that, had we been followed, surely that would have flushed somebody 
out as they would have come forward to see what espionage ploy she 
was up to in the bushes!

Open!

 Posing as a couple out for a walk in the woods in the suburbs of 
Moscow, we finally reached the desired manhole cover. While some 
thin bushes hid us from view from speeding cars on the highway 
about ten yards away, there was a footpath close by and no sooner 
had we arrived than another young couple, holding hands, came 
along that path. To “explain” what we were doing off in the bushes, 
we immediately started necking, sitting on the ground (Ah, the things 
I’ve done for my country!). 

          Housing space was at a premium in Moscow and many 
young couples had to live with one or the other set of parents. 

This afforded young people little privacy in one-bedroom 
apartments, so couples necking out in the woods in good 

weather were a fairly common sight. I began exchanging the 

recording boxes. My goal was buried much deeper in the ground 
than I had expected and required a good bit of digging. Jan kept a 
lookout, passed me tools, and took pictures of the area. To say there 
was stress is an understatement. I had her take one of me while 
making the “we’re number one” gesture and grinning. When I later 
saw the picture, I could tell just from my taut face how much strain I 
had been feeling at the time. That, of course, is where one’s training 
comes into play – to be able to function under pressure. The overall 
CIA selection process to find people to become field operations 
officers and the even-smaller circle of those picked to serve in the 
USSR, looked for that trait of grace under pressure. There were and 
are many fine CIA officers around the world, but those of us who 
served in Moscow during the “evil empire” days always felt we were 
pretty special. I had always been a self-confident, cocky kid growing 
up in Indianapolis and my attitude didn’t change much during my 
years at the Agency. While I respected the capabilities of the KGB, in 
my heart of hearts, I knew I was better and that they’d never catch 
me – and they never did.
 Several hours later, we were finally back in our car and almost 
to the American Embassy with our “buried treasure box.” We had 
a Bruce Springsteen tape playing and as we were about to the 
compound, “Born in the USA” began. We smiled at one another. That 
tune captured perfectly our feelings of exhilaration and triumph. I 
never felt antipathy for the average Russian citizen, but it was hard to 
spend time in the USSR, seeing how badly the government treated its 
people, and not come to detest the ruling circles and the KGB that 
served to suppress their fellow countrymen. Call it by any name you 
want, but it was a brutal dictatorship and it felt good to beat them 
on their own turf.

Slam dunk

 To keep up the “story” of having come to the embassy that day 
to play basketball and wash the car, I pulled the car into the car wash 
area and gave it a quick rinse. I then quickly changed clothes and 
spent the next 20 minutes shooting baskets. Having been a gymnast 
at Indiana University, even at only 5'7", I could touch the rim on good 
days. On that afternoon, with the adrenalin still flowing, I was doing 
it easily. Jan had gone in to the embassy to give the good news to the 
chief, who had been sweating it out for hours waiting for our return 
– or the dreaded phone call reporting our arrest. When I finally got 
to the CIA spaces, they had already started drinking champagne in 
celebration. Even Mother Nature was on our side that day: It rained 
heavily that night, erasing any trace of our presence near the manhole. 
According to various books, the KGB used special chemicals to allow 

them to track suspected CIA officers about the city. The rain would 
have washed away any such chemicals as well. All in all, it was a 
great day of espionage – and basketball. 
 After my return to CIA Headquarters in 1986, I was awarded 
the CIA’s Intelligence Medal of Merit. Did that operation change 
the course of the Cold War? No, but it allowed the U.S. side to 
know what the Soviets were working on in regards to possible 
future, highly advanced weapons systems and to prepare defenses. 
The value of a country’s intelligence service is the cumulative 
contribution of many such operations. Rarely is it a single agent 
or a single operation.

POSTSCRIPT: No operation lasts forever and according to many newspaper 
accounts, GTTAW ended as the result of a CIA traitor. I was the last 
officer to visit and make an exchange at the GTTAW site because a fired 
CIA officer, Ed Howard, became ever more disgruntled and – according 
to those press accounts – began passing secrets to the KGB. He had been 
trained for the GTTAW operation and knew the general location of the 
site.   While under FBI surveillance in September 1985 he fled from New 
Mexico, eventually reaching the Soviet Union, where he was granted 
political asylum and later even Soviet citizenship. He died in July 2002 
from a fall down the stairs at his home near Moscow while drunk. In a 
newspaper interview with the former head of the KGB of that era,  Vladimir 
Kruchkov, speaking of the CIA  “black box”  eventually found by the KGB 
in one of the  “southern regions of the city,”  he stated that the project 
cost 220 million dollars. He declined to answer how they had learned of 
the operation, but said of the black box:  “For us at that time, we couldn’t 
even dream of such electronics!”  The actual cost of the GTTAW project 
is still classified. I don’t believe it was really that much, but for the large 
amount it did cost, I’d say the American taxpayers more than got their 
money’s worth over the several years that it was functioning. And to this 
day, when watching the “Hurrying Hoosiers” execute a great fast break or 
see a sweet jump shot that rips nothing but net, my mind will drift back 
to a fine spring day in Moscow when I was young and fleet and basketball 
provided me cover for espionage.

Gene Coyle teaches SPEA courses on intelligence communities and on the 

role of intelligence in wartime.

Bet you don’t 
know THIS kind 

of BIGOT!

The term BIGOT comes 
from Word War II. The 
British were sending 
a group of  men to 
Gibraltar, but to cleverly 
hide the destination from 
people who might see 
the subject line of the 
list, the abbreviated term 
TO GIB, was reversed, 
making BIGOT. The term 
soon came to cover any 
situation wherein only 
spec i f i ca l l y  named 
people on a list were 
allowed to know about 
something. 
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Kirsten Gronbjerg, IUB
$9,700 from Indiana Grantmakers Alliance 
to conduct a survey of Indiana non-profit 
organizations to better understand the use of 
the terms “capacity building” and “technical 
assistance” as used by Indiana non-profits 
seeking resources. Increased understanding 
of these needs will enable grantmakers to 

improve upon meeting the needs of grantee organizations and to 
increase overall impact and effectiveness of grants.

Ronald Hites, IUB
$680,063 ($3,453,900 over five years) 
from Environmental Protection Agency for 
a continuing program to measure and assess 
pollutant concentrations in the atmosphere 
in an effort to establish the status and 
trends of toxic organic compounds in the 
Great Lakes. The Integrated Atmospheric 

Deposition Network (IADN) is a joint monitoring effort between 
the United States and Canada.

Bill Jones, IUB
$73,041 from the Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management to collect data 
for the Environmental Protection Agency’s 
National Lakes Survey. The survey will 
examine ecological, water quality, and 
recreational indicators, and assess the 
status of key stressors, such as nitrogen, 

phosphorus and acidification. The data will be utilized in a 
comprehensive report on the 2009 “Survey of the Nation’s Lakes.”

John Krauss, IUPUI 
SPEA’s Center for Urban Policy and the 
Environment contract for $100,000 with 
the state of Indiana to provide support 
staff and facilities to the newly formed 
Commission on Local Government Reform, 
a bipartisan commission established to 
address property tax issues and to examine 

and make recommendations on reforming and restructuring local 
government in Indiana.  The Commission operates under the 
leadership of its chairs, former Governor Joseph E. Kernan and 
Indiana Supreme Court Chief Justice Randall T. Shepard, and with 
the assistance of the Indiana University Center for Urban Policy 
and the Environment.

INTHEMONEY

Who. What. How much.
A sampling of current research, the SPEA faculty who are doing it, and the grants 
that help make it possible.

Sam Nunn, IUPUI 
SPEA’s Center for Urban Policy and the 
Environment (CUPE) contract for $320,000 
with the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute 
to support analysis of data regarding motor 
vehicle accidents in the state of Indiana.  As 
part of the agreement, CUPE, in partnership 
with the Center for Criminal Justice 

Research produces a series of annual fact sheets on topics such as 
alcohol-related crashes, light and large trucks, speeding, children, 
motorcycles, occupant protection (restraint use), and young 
drivers, as well as county and municipality collision data.

Eric Wright, IUPUI
SPEA’s Center for Health Policy contract 
for $410,000 with the Office of Medicaid 
Policy and Planning to establish the Indiana 
University Workgroup on Health Care 
Reform.  Because of the the expanding crisis 
and increased pressure on states to address 
the associated challenges, the workgroup 

has begun exploring options for expanding coverage for the 
uninsured, both to improve the health of Hoosiers and to reduce 
the economic burden on employers who provide employer-based 
health insurance coverage.

Kurt Zorn and John Mikesell, IUB
$40,000 ($116,000 over three years; third 
year) from the Lincoln Institute to study 
the transition of Saratov, Russia from a land 
taxation system based on area to one based 
on value and the transition of property 
taxation into the principal source of local 
revenue in the Russian Federation. This 
renewal provides funding for analyzing 
the transition impacts on economic 
development, land use patterns, and fiscal 
sustainability.

Zorn

Mikesell

I found out about the Diversity Project 
through e-mails. I’ve always had a great 
interest in people and I’ve always had a 
great interest fostering this growth, and, 
as an international student, I’ve faced – I 
wouldn’t call it discrimination necessarily – 
but occasions where you can become quite 
sensitive to certain people’s reactions or the 
way they treat you or the comments they 
make. Having experienced this first-hand, 
has driven me to want to promote greater 
awareness of these issues. When I read 
about the Diversity Coordinator position, it 
seemed a good fit. 

How have your international experiences affected 
your perspective on diversity issues? 
I think that my transition from Taiwan, where 
I was born, to Malaysia, where I grew up, 
really sort of prepared me for my transition 
from Malaysia to the U.S.  I had to go through 
quite a period of adjustment. Taiwan and 
Malaysia are actually very different: Malaysia 
is an Islamic country, and also predominantly 

CREAMOFTHECROP

Indian, Chinese, and Malays. That was 
probably my first exposure to a diverse 
setting. Just growing up in Malaysia 
really exposed me to people with 
different interests and personalities, 
and that has sort of inspired my interest 

in finding out more about how a culture, 
a background, can shape someone’s 

personality, ambitions, and interests. You 
face the problems with languages, you face 
the issue of dealing with different cultural 
expectations and the way people behave. I 
had to learn English, as well, so I understand 
the difficulties involved in learning a new 
language, and also not knowing a language 

in an environment that doesn’t speak your 
own. 

What are your future goals, and how do you think 
IU has helped prepare you to meet those goals? 
I originally was brought up to be more 
reserved and quieter, and not to speak my 
mind – that’s just because of the way my 
culture is. And also, in the Asian education 
system, you’re not encouraged to ask 
questions. So coming here and knowing 
that in the States it works very differently, it 
took a long time for me to overcome those 
reluctances. I feel that IU, especially my 
program at SPEA, has truly encouraged me 
to give my opinions, to think analytically, 
and to also work in a group setting, and I 
believe it will enhance my social skills and 
interpersonal skills to help me be prepared 
for working with people in the future. 
 
 

Jelling Lai is currently pursuing a joint master’s 

degree in public affairs and environmental science  

(MPA-MSES), concentrating in environmental and 

natural resource management. Originally from 

Taipei, Taiwan, Jelling is the diversity coordinator 

at SPEA. She talked about her experiences in 

an interview with Alana Salata for the Indiana 

University Student Stories Project. This article 

is excerpted and used by permission of the IU 

Alumni Association from that project (full transcript 

available at http://alumni.indiana.edu/profiles/

students/lai.shtml).

Why did you choose to attend IU? 
Because of the good reputation that 
SPEA has. When I came to visit, there 
was a really strong emphasis on the 
relationship between the professor 
and the student, which is something I 
thought was important in fostering 
a professional career. Career 
Services has a lot of good 
resources. And I wanted to 
go to a graduate school that 
was interested in helping me 
develop my career, instead of just 
coming to gain a degree. 
 
Tell me a little about the Diversity Project and 
its objectives. 
Well, the Diversity Project – at SPEA 
particularly – aims to foster and enhance 
not only the department’s diversity and 
growth, but also how diversity affects the 
community in a much broader sense.  The 
Project supports the presence of students 
with different social interests and of different 
cultural interests, minorities, people with 
disabilities, people who face persecution or 
any kind of discrimination, etc. And it aims 
to foster this community and this diversity 
by supporting, funding, and holding activities 
and programs throughout the campus that 
the committee – which will be formed under 
the Project –believes will fulfill the goals that 
are set out by the Project – to educate the 
community about diversity. 

How did you find out about the Diversity Project, 
and why did you decide to become involved? 
SPEA’s really good at communication: 
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PRACTICALWISDOM

Mentoring How-To’s

Mentoring is a relationship of trust, friendship, and compassion. As 
the author Viktor Frankl reminds us, “the meaning of life is to help 
others find meaning in theirs.” 

Mentors help others find meaning in their lives. Mentors are needed 
in many facets of life. Consider reaching out and mentoring a student, 
co-worker, family friend, neighbor, or anyone who is seeking more 
meaning in their lives through the guidance of a wise friend. 

Keep these helpful hints in mind as you mentor someone in your life:
3 Be a friend.

3 Be a good listener.
3 Be a coach.
3 Share your expertise.
3 Share your career path and experience.
3 Give advice (when solicited).
3 Be trustworthy.
3 Lead and teach by example.
3 Encourage professional dress and demeanor.
3 Help your mentee learn from his/her mistakes.
3 Discourage negative attitudes and behaviors.
3 Encourage a winning attitude.
3 Raise self-awareness in your mentee by asking reflective questions.
3 Encourage your mentee to think critically and analyze situations before taking action.
3 Be committed. Make time to meet your mentee at least once a month.
3 Keep clear boundaries as a mentor and do not “parent” your mentee.
3 Help your mentee set long-term and short-term goals to achieve his/her aspirations.
3 Introduce your mentee to professional associations and/or other valuable career networks to expand their horizons.
3 Take your mentee to a conference or training event to expose them to new ideas and networks.
3 Be genuine and compassionate.
3 Have fun!

More information on mentoring is available at www.mentoring.org. Please reach out and mentor someone today! 

This issue's "Practical Wisdom" – SPEA alum Tonja L. Eagan  (MPA ’94), now Chief Executive Officer, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Indiana, teagan@
bbbsci.org or (317) 472-3702.
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